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1.'énergjc nue léa î re au Canada :
s it'iation actuelle et perspectives d'avenir*

par

S.R. Hatcher

Resume

Le réacteur CANDU-PHW (Filière Canada Deuterium Uranium où l'on
emploie de l'eau lourde pressurisée comme caloporteur) a maintenant fait
ses preuves comme réacteur fiable et économique pour les grandes centrales
nucléaires. Un savoir-faire canadien solidement établi permet de concevoir
de fabriquer, d'installer et d'exploiter ce réacteur dont la cuve est
traversée par des tubes de force et dont le cycle de combustible est à
passe unique. L'uranium naturel employé comme combustible, est stocké,
une fois irradié, de façon sûre, fiable et économique mais il est possible
de le récupérer en tout temps. On procède actuellement à d'importants
travaux de recherche et de développement touchant la technologie de
l'immobilisation et de l'enfouissement du combustible irradié et des
déchets radioactifs séparés. On prévoit que cet enfouissement pourra se
faire dans de profondes cavités creusées dans des formations géologiques
stables. La bonne économie neutronique des réacteurs CANDU ouvre la voie
à d'autres cycles de combustible plus efficaces, comme le cycle du thorium.
On pourrait employer le concept existant de la filière CANBU pour mettre
au point un réacteur quasi-surrégénérateur sans avoir besoin de mettre
sur pied un programme de grande envergure pour le développement d'un
nouveau type de réacteur.

Conférence prononcée à l'Académie royale suédoise des sciences et des
technologies, Stockholm, Suède, 21 février 1978.

L'Energie Atomique du Canada, Limitée
Siège social
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NUCLEAR POWER IN CANADA: STATUS AND PROSPECTS*

by

S.R. HATCHER

ABSTRACT

The CANDU-PHW (Canada Deuterium Uranium - Pressurized
Heavy Water) is proven as a reliable and economic reactor for
large-scale nuclear generating stations. Specialized Canadian
manufacturing capability is well established for the design,
manufacture, construction and operation of this pressure-tube
reactor with its once-through fuel cycle. Retrievable storage
of irradiated natural uranium fuel is safe, reliable and
economic; a major research and development program is underway
on the technology for immobilizing and disposing of either
irradiated fuel or separated radioactive waste with emphasis
on emplacement deep in stable geologic strata. The high
neutron efficiency of CANDU keeps open options for more
efficient fuel cycles, such as the thorium cycle; the existing
CANDU concept could be used as a near breeder without the need
for a major reactor development program.

*Lecture to the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences
Stockholm, Sweden, 1978 February 21.

Ottawa, Ontario
May 1978
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NUCÏZAR POWER IN CANADA: STATUS AI© PROSPECTS

S.R. Hatcher
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

1. STRUCTURE OF THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR ELECTRIC INDUSTRY

Four major organizations or groups are involved in the
Canadian nuclear electric industry:

- Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL)
- Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)
- Electric Utilities
- Private Industry

Nuclear energy research in Canada was initiated by the
National Research Council (NRC) in Montreal in 1943 and trans-
ferred to the Chalk River Project in 1945. This responsibility
was taken over in 1952 by the newly formed crown corporation,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), reporting to the
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources. AECL is responsible
for research and development and implementation of peaceful
applications of nuclear energy. The Company operates two re-
search and development laboratories,, the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL) at Chalk River, Ontario and the X-Jhiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment (WNRE) at Pinawa, Manitoba.
Power Projects is the engineering arm, with offices in Sheridan
Park and Msadowvale near Toronto and in. Montreal for the design
of nuclear steam supply systems. The Heavy Water Projects group
has two heavy water production plants at Port Hawkesbury and
Glace Bay in Nova Scotia, each of about 50 kg/h design capacity,
and is building a third (La Prade) near Trois Rivières, Quebec
with a design capacity of 95 kg/h. AECL's Coiimercial Products
division at South March, Ontario is responsible for the manufac-
turing and marketing of radioisotopes and irradiation machines,
both medical and industrial.

The control and supervision of the development, application
and use of atomic energy in Canada is governed by the Atomic
Energy Control Act, whic i vas enacted in 1946. Within this Act,
the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) is responsible for regula-
ting atomic energy and is responsible to a Minister of the Federal
Government. All operations involving atomic energy and the use of
prescribed substances must be reviewed and licensed by the AECB.
Thus, from its inception, the regulatory function has been separate
from the development and production aspects in the ^anadian program.
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Ihe e lect r ic u t i l i t i e s , most of which are wholely owned
by the provincial governments, have owner's responsibili ty for
the construction and operation of the nuclear e lec t r ic genera-
ting stat ions, subject to licensing by the AECB and other appro-
priate federal and provincial author i t ies .

Private industry supplies materials, components, and ser-
vices to the nuclear industry. Activit ies encompass the mining
and refining of uranium, the manufacture of nuclear fuel, con-
ventional and specialized components and hardware for the CANDU*
reactor, and the provision of engineering and project services,
part icularly for the conventional portions of nuclear generating
stat ions.

2. CURRENT STATUS

The commercial nuclear e lec t r ic program in Canada i s based
on the CANDU-PHW *, a pressure tube reactor. The distinguishing
characterist ics of th is system are:

1. heavy water moderation
2. heavy water cooling
3. natural uranium fuel
4. on-power fuelling

These four characteristics r'iike possible an unique once-
through fuel cycle which is simpler, cheaper and more efficient
in uranium utilization than any other commercial fuel cycle.
The discharged fuel is kept in storage, available as a potential
fuel resource for the future, subject to government decisions on
fuel recycling not yet taken.

2.1 Generating Stations

The first production of electrical energy in a CANDU gene-
rating station was achieved in. 1962 with the startup of
the 22 MWe Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) at Rolphton,
Ontario, a joint venture of the provincial electric utility,
Ontario Hydro, the Canadian General Electric Company (CGE),
and AECL. Ontario Hydro has since embarked upon a major
nuclear power program and by 1 February 1978, had 4500 Mfe
in-service with a further 9000 MWe under construction. Two
more Canadian provinces, Quebec and New Brunswick, have
initiated CANDU nuclear power programs; units are also in
operation or under construction in four other countries.
Table 1 lists the 30 units now in operation, under construc-
tion or committed.

* CANada Deuterium Uranium - Pressurized Heavy Water coolant
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TABLE 1

CANDU-FHV GENERATING STATIONS
IN OPERATION, UKDE* CONSTRUCTION OF CCM-HTTED

NA>E

CANADIAN STATIONS

NPD

Douglas P o i n t

Pickering A
Bruce A
Gentilly 2
Point Lepreau
Pickering B
Bruce B
Darlington

Gentilly 3

LOCATION

Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Quebec
New Brunswick
Ontario
Ontario
Ontario
Qiiebec

POWER
MWe NET

22

208

514 x 4
746 x 4
638
633
516 x 4
769 x 4
850 x 4
600

NUCLEAR
DESIGNER

AECL & CGE

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

AECL

DATE OF
FIRST
POWER

1962
1967

1971-73
1976-79
1980

1980
1981-83
1984-86
1985-88
-

15681

OVERSEAS STATIONS

KANUPP

RAPP 1

RAPP 2
Cordoba

Wolsung 1

Pakistan

India
India
ArgentiTi-a

Korea

125

203
203

600

629

1760

CGE

AECL

AECL

AECL

ÀECL

1971

1972

-

1980

1982

TOTAL 17441

NPD Nuclear Power Demonstration
KANUPP Karachi Nuclear Power Project
RAPP Rajasthan Atomic Power Project

AECL Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
CGE Canadian General Electric Company Limited
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The performance of generating stations is frequently mea-
sured in terms of Net Capacity Factor. Data for the com- ,,..
mercial stations Pickering and Bruce are shown in Table 2^ '

TABLE 2

(a)NET CAPACITY FACTORS, 7»
C(M> ERCIAL CANADIAN NUCLEAR GENERATING STATIONS

1971
1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977

Lifetime
Average

Unit
1

78.8

72.3
92.5
72.0
80.2
92.8
85.6

82.8

Unit
2

-

82.2
69.0
88.4
86.0
93.2
90.9

85.1

PICKERING
Unit

3

-

91.3

85.1

42.7<c>

57.5<c>

93.9

95.6

75.7

Unit
4

-

-

90.1

93.9
23.8^°)
68.4(°)
90.7

71.8

Station
Average

-

-

83.4
74.3

61.9
87.1
90.7

79.3

BRUCE
Unit

1
-

-
-

-

-

• -

88.0

88.0

(b)

Unit
2

-

-

-

-

-

80.7<d>

80.7 ( d )

(a) Data from reference 1 updated to 1977. Net capaci ty
fac to r i s a c t u a l power generated as a percentage of
the maximum poss ib le a t r a t e d power over the per iod .

(b) Capacity fac tor for per iod 1 September t o 31 December.
Units 1 and 2 i n - s e rv i ce 1 September 1977.
Unit 3 i n - s e rv i ce 1 February 1978.
Unit 4 under cons t ruc t ion .

(c.) Shutdown during p a r t of the year t o rep lace improperly
installed pressure tubes.

(d) Capacity factor based on co-generation of electricity
and supply of stean for Bruce Heavy Water Plant.
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IXiring 1974 and 1975, it was found that some pressure tubes
had been improperly installed in Pickering units 3 and 4.
A total of 69 pressure tubes were replaced, resulting in
a total of 18 reactor months shutdown. Even so, the life-
time capacity factors are excellent for the individual units
and for the overall station. The early performance of
Bruce is equally encouraging. The 1977 net capacity factor
for the entire Ontario Hydro nuclear system (eight units)
was 86.0%.

By the end of 1977, CANDU units had accumulated a total of
48 reactor years of operating experience in Canada, and had
generated over 100 billion kU-h of electricity. In 1977,
Canada had 4.4% of the western world's nuclear capacity and
generated 5.7% of its nuclear electricity. Of the western
world's 163 nuclear units of over 30 MWe, each of the four
Pickering units ranked in the first ten in terms of capacity
factor.

Fuel is supplied by two Canadian manufactures, with a third
about to enter the field. Performance is excellent and a
burnup of 650 GJ/kgU (7.5 MW-d/kgU) is achieved routinely
with a remarkably low fuel defect rate of 0.03% since 1972(2).
This has resulted in exceptionally low fuelling costs.

The total unit energy cost for the Pickering A Generating
Station for 1976 is shown in Table 3 W

TABIE 3

1976 GENERATION COSTS FOR PICKERING ^

(Net Capacity Factor - 87.17»)

Generation Costs
m$/(kW-h)e

Capital 4.46
Operating & Maintenance 1.81
Heavy Water Upkeep 0.29
Fuelling 1.17

7.73

This was approximately half the cost of Ontario Hydro's
Lanrbton coal-fired station built at the same time, for
which the fuelling cost based on coal purchased in 1976
was 12.7 m$/(kW-h)e.

In common with all other types of generation, the capital
cost of CANDU stations has risen considerably since the
Pickering construction period, 1966-73. However, Ontario
Hydro expect that their cost of electricity from new CANDU
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units will continue to be at least a factor of two less
than that from comparable fossil-fired plants built at
the same time'3),

The philosophy of radioactive waste management established
by the Atomic Energy Control Board is founded upon the re-
commendations of the International Commission on Radiologi-
cal Protection (ICRP). The release of effluents from gene-
rating stations to air and water is governed by licence
limits established by the AECB in complete conformity with
these recommendations. Canadian designers and operators
have established targets of not more than 17» of the licence
limits for all new CANDU stations. Although the Pickering
station was designed before these targets were adopted, the
actual emissions shown in Table 4 W have been in the range
0.01 to 0.47o of the licence limit.

TABLE 4

EMISSIONS FRCM PICKERING GENERATING STATION^

(7o of Licence Limit)

1974 1975 1976 1977

Emissions to Air

Tritium
Iodine-131
Participates
Noble Gases

Emissions to Water

Tritium
Gross beta-gamna

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

24
20
07
20

09
29

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

20
0045
014
22

064
10

0
0
0
0

0
0

.23

.0072

.08

.12

.036

.09

0.
0.
0.
0.

0.
0.

42
009
014
18

11
10

Other wastes from the stations include a variety of mate-
rials contaminated with low levels of radioactivity. Pre-
sent practice is to store most of these materials in con-
crete structures in the ground. Above ground reinforced
concrete structures known as "Quadricells" are now being
used for more highly contaminated materials such as ion
exchange resins. The cost of this storage is less than
0.1 m$/(kW-h)e v+) Work is in hand to concentrate and
immobilize these reactor wastes.

2.2. Heavy Water Production

Three heavy water production plants are in operation in ,,-\
Canada with a combined design production rate of 200 kg/ĥ - '.
Three more plants are under construction with a combined
design production rate of 288 kg/h (Table 5).
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TABLE 5

CANADIAN HEAVY WATER PLANTS

DESIGN DATE OF
PRODUCTION FIRST

PLANT OWNER/OPERATOR RATE kg/h PRODUCTION

Port Hawkesbury AECL 48.3 1970
Bruce "A" Ontario Hydro 96.6 1973
Glace Bay AECL 54.4 1976
Bruce "B" Ontario Hydro 96.6 1978
Bruce "D" Ontario Hydro 96.6 1981
La Prade AECL 94.6 1981

Future demands have been estimated based upon forecasts of
nuclear generating capacity, and assuning an initial inven-
tory of 0.85 Mg D2O per W e generating capacity with a make-
up rate of 17o of inventory per annum. Allowing for a plant
capacity factor of 707», it is expected that there will be
ample heavy water production from existing plant carmitments
to meet the danand over the next 15 years (5).

Canadian production to date is shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

HEAVY WATER PRODUCTION IN CANADA

1970-1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Industrial Infrastructure

MgD2O (99.75%)

668
934
780
939
990

4311

All engineering, construction and about 80% of the compon-
ent manufacturing for nuclear faci l i t ies is done in Canada.
The volume of Canadian nuclear manufacturing and construc-
tion business, excluding the uranium industry and operation
of nuclear faci l i t ies , was about 600 $ million in 1976; the
number of employees was about 10,500 (6). A further 7,900
were employed in operations and in research and development.
Including those in the uraniun industry, some 31,300 were
employed in the Canadian nuclear industry in 1976.



Specialized Canadian manufacturing capability is well estab-
lished for fuel, fuel channels, on-power fuelling machines,
calandria vessels and valves for heavy water service. Some
nuclear stean supply system components in certain specialized
steels and zirconium alloys are s t i l l imported, together with
some large electric motors and computer components.

2.4 Fuel Cycle

The overriding philosophy throughout the development of the
CANDU system has been neutron economy and the achievement of
economic fuelling based on a once-through natural uranium
cycle. Not only are CANDU fuelling costs exceptionally low,
but the utilization of natural uranium is more efficient
than other fuel cycles in commercial use today. Some charac-
teristics of CANDU and PWR fuels are compared in Table 7.

TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF CANDU AND PWR FUELLING (7^

no enrichment
natural(0.71)

7.5

7.5

0.22
0.27

0

5

.2

3

.6

0
0

0.3

.2

33

4.7

.84

.66

CANDU PWR

Enrichment Tails Concentration,
wt. % U-235

Fuel Enrichment,wt. % U-235
Fuel Burnup,(MW-d)th/kg U

Fuel Burnup,(MW-d)th/kg natural U

Discharged Fuel.wt. 1 U-235
wt.% f iss i le Pu

Net Station Efficiency, % 29.1 32.5
Fuel Consumption Rate,
kg natural U/(MW-a)e 166 200 240
Annual Natural Uranium Consumed by
1000 MNe Station at 80% Capacity
Factor, MgU/a 133 160 192

The irradiated fuel is stored in water-filled pools at the
generating stations. Some 15 years of generating station
experience are now available with this type of storage and
it has been proven to be safe, reliable and economic.
Although CANDU reactors produce larger quantities of irra-
diated fuel than light water reactors of comparable size,
fuel storage is simplified by the absence of criticality
considerations due to the low fissile content and by the
lower decay heat rate.



V,y "he end of 1977, the Pickering irradiated fuel storage
hay eintained about 1300 MgU. A new auxiliary fuel storage
bay for about 3700 MgU is being placed into service at:
Pickering in 1978 (Figure 1). "Hie capital cost of the
facility >.-as $14.5 million in 1976 dollars ($3.92/kgU).
The volume of the pool, including shielding water, is
l . j 3/

Figure 1 - Pickering Auxiliary Fuel Storage Bay
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3. PROBABLE FUTURE TRENDS

Standard CANDU stations now available use the Ontario Hydro
four unit system or one or two 600 MWe units. Engineering studies
are in progress for a 1250 Mfe unit which, if adopted by Ontario
Hydro, would also be built in a four unit station. Table 8 shows
"1... CANDU station options likely to be available for service dur-
ing the next 20 years. Such a range will cover any requirements
by Canadian utilities over this period.

TABLE 8

STANDARDIZED CANDU GENERATING STATIONS

NUMBER OF UNIT SIZE STATION CAPACITY
UNITS (MWe) (MWe) EXAMPLE

1 600 600 Gentilly 2
2 600 1200
4 500 2000 Pickering
4 850 3400 Darlington
4 1250 5000

Projections based on discussions with electric utilities
across Canada indicate a total installed nuclear capacity in the
range 63 to 100 GWe with a probable value of 80 GWe by the year
2000 (Figure 2).

Canadian uranium resources are reviewed annually by the
Federal GoVemment Department of Energy, Mines and Resources.
Their most recent estimates for 1976 W indicate ample uranium
for requirements in this century and for cormnitments to the 30
year fuelling of such a nuclear power program. The resources
and anticipated domestic consumption and comnLtment are shown
in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 2

1978 FORECAST OF CANADIAN NUCLEAR CAPACITY
(based on discussions with utilities)
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Recent increases in uranium prices have spurred major new
exploration activity in Canada and there are good prospects
that additional uranium will be identified.

It: seems likely that the CANDU-PHW will remain the most
attractive reactor to Canadian utilities because of its perfor-
mance, economics and security of a domestic fuel supply. Utili-
ties and manufacturers will be able to take advantage of the
economics of station standardization. Meanwhile, retrievable
storage of irradiated natural uranium from the once-through fuel
cycle will continue to keep open the options for more efficient
fuel cycles W # ^ g nuclear research and development effort
can be concentrated on radioactive waste disposal and the study
of more efficient fuel cycles which may be required beyond the
turn of the century (?) . There will be a continuing need to
maintain a sound technological base for the growing industry.

3.1 Storage of Irradiated Fuel

The consistent Canadian philosophy has been to store irra-
diated fuel retrievably until a decision on its ultimate
disposition is necessary or desirable. Canadian experi-
ence with the storage of irradiated CANDU fuel now ex-
tends over 15 years. The information generated over this
tine gives confidence that this type of fuel can be stored
safely and economically for several decades using proven
technology.

It is expected that over at least the next 20 years the
comnercial scale management of Canadian irradiated fuel
will continue to be centred on storage. For the next few
years storage will be exclusively in reactor pools and
larger auxiliary pools at the generating stations.
and Ontario Hydro have also done detailed studies
on long-range options for irradiated fuel managanent.
These include a variety of storage methods based on both
water and air cooling.

The water-cooled pool concept has been extended to a large
Central Interim Storage Facility (CISF) which could be
developed to serve many stations and could be expanded,
for example, to accommodate the entire output of a major
nuclear program over many decades (Figure 4). Despite the
additional cost of shipping irradiated fuel to a central
facility, there are economic advantages of scale, which
indicate that this approach might be the most economic, as
well as having other advantages.



FIGURE 4

LARGE-SCALE FUEL STORAGE POOL
(printed with the permission of Ontario Hydro (10))
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Also being considered for a CISF are air-cooled canisters
(Figures 5, 6) which have been under test since 1975 at the
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishnent. These typically
have a heat rejection rating of 2.0 kW for a capacity of
4.4 MgU of 3 to 5 year cooled CANDU fuel.

(12)

SAFEGUARD SEAL

LIFTING LUGS

LEAD

CONCRETE

CONCRETE LID

SEAL WELD

REINFORCING STEEL

LEAD

FUEL WR1

6 STEEL BASKETS

HEIGHT 5 2 6 0 mm
OUTSIDE DIAMETER

2 3 0 0 mm

CONCRETE BASE

Figure 5 - FUEL STORAGE CANISTER
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Prc]iminary engineering has also been done on an air-cooled
vault: (10) (Figure 7) but this has not yet reached the
demonstration stage.

Air
Intake

Outer
Containment

Can

Figure 7 - FUEL STORAGE CONVECTION VAULT
(printed with the permission of Ontario Hydro (10))



(1976 Dollars)

POOLS

1.95
2.34

3.85
( b ) 4.00

12.14
0.23

CANISTERS

0.78
2.95
3.73
3.85
1.00
8.58
0.16

CONVECTION
VAULT

0.87
1.76

3.85
0.50
6.98
0.13
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Table 9 compares die estimated cost of various fuel systems
for CANDU fuel biased on approximately 60,000 MgU stored for
50 years. These costs are by no means a heavy financial
burden on the cost of electricity, even for storage in per-
petuity.

TABLE 9

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR STORAGE OF CANDU FUELS
IN A LARGE CENTRAL INTERIM FUEL STORAGE FACILITY

Capital, $/kgU(1°>
Operating, $/kgUuu;

Shipping, $/kgU (a)

Perpetual Care, $/kgU

Total, $/kgU

m$/(kW-h)e

(a) Shipment of fuel to CISF 1000 km from reactor
and return of empty flask

(b) Based on investment in a perpetual fund to pro-
vide for operating costs and renewal of facilities
every 50 years. Figures are scaled approximately
based on earlier detailed studies (H) .

3.2 Radioactive Waste Disposal

In storage there is a clear intent to retrieve and further
handle the material at some time in the future. Disposal
is taken to mean that there is no intent to retrieve the
material, and that in the long term there will be no need
for further human intervention.

In common with the prograns of other countries, AECL intends
to develop and demonstrate the technology for the disposal
of radioactive waste produced in the operation of nuclear
electric generating stations. Two basic options are available
as shown in Figure 8. Following storage either at the reactor
sites or at a central storage facility, one may:

a) dispose of the fusl
or b) extract useful materials and dispose of the waste.

Both of these routes require immobilization of the material
to be disposed of, to ensure a low rate of solution by water.
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CANDU REACTORS

IRRADIATED
FUEL

IRRADIATED FUEL
STORAGE

IRRADIATED
FUEL 1

WASTE DISPOSAL FUEL DISPOSAL

SEPARATION

WASTE

WASTE
IMMOBILIZATION

IMMOBILIZED WASTE

FUEL
IMMOBILIZATION

IMMOBILIZED FUEL

DISPOSAL

Figure 8 - MANAGEMENT OF IRRADIATED CANDU FUEL
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The nuclear industry worldwide has generally assurred that
eventually the fuel will be reprocessed and that useful
material will be recycled. Therefore, development effort
has traditionally focussed on fuel recycle and the imno-
bilization of separated high level liquid waste from re-
processing plants. Sweden is probably the most advanced
in the technology of fuel imnobilization; little has been
done elsewhere. Work on disposal technology generally
has been expanding rapidly over the last five to ten years
and high level waste repositories are being planned in
several countries.

A study of the management of Canada's nuclear wastes was
done for the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources by a group headed by Professor F.K. Hare,
Director of the Institute of Environmental Studies,
University of Toronto. Iheir report (13) presented a
series of conclusions and recommendations, including the
following:

"There are good prospects for the safe permanent
disposal of reactor wastes and irradiated fuel,
and we see no reason why the disposal problem
need delay the country's nuclear power program,
provided that the government proceeds immediately
to the program of research and development in the
following reconmendations."

"Of the various options for disposal of radioactive
wastes and irradiated fuel, we consider under-
ground disposal in geological formations to be
the most promising within Canada. Igneous rocks
are preferred and two sites within differing
igneous rocks should be investigated."

Detailed examinationof this report and of several other
recent studies C^> •*•->, 16, 17, 18) reVeals an emerging
international consensus on the safety and suitability of
disposal of imnobilized radioactive waste by emplacement
at depth in a variety of geologic strata both land-based
and under the oceans. Furthermore, international coopera-
tion in the form of exchange of information and participa-
tion in actual projects is being actively fostered by
those countries with major nuclear programs.

The task of the nuclear industry now is to move ahead
quickly to put the technology in place so that disposal
options can be implanaited as the need arises.

The first requirement is a verification of the concept of
safe geologic disposal. The key to this verification or
demonstration of the technology is detailed analysis of
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all patliways for release and transport of radioactive
nuclides from the source through the geologic strata
and thence to the environment and man. This "pathways
analysis" is now becominc, well developed mathematically
in many countries and will almost certainly find appli-
cation in other industrial environmental studies as well
as for radioactive waste disposal. As physical data be-
come available on such topics as rock properties, mate-
rials solubility, fracture characteristics, water velo-
cities, chemistry and ion exchange characteristics at
depth in different rock structures, the pathways analysis
will be used to verify the concept of geologic disposal.

The Canadian program on inmobilization and disposal of
fuel materials has the two principal objectives of the
entire radioactive waste management program (1°):

(i) The Safety Objective - Radioactive byproducts and
wastes should be managed in such a way that the
potential hazards of the material are negligible.

(ii) The Responsibility Objective - Radioactive bypro-
ducts and wastes should be managed in such a way
that the trouble and concern to futur- generations
in keeping them safely will be minimized or elimi-
nated.

Immobilization of the fuel or waste is the first step
towards these objectives.

Since most countries have not previously considered the
permanent disposal of irradiated fuel, a significant
amount of work is still needed to fully define this pro-
gram. Basic data will be needed to establish the degree
of sophistication which will achieve adequate immobiliza-
tion. These will include oxidation rates of the Zircaloy
cladding and U02 fuel in air and in groundwater as a func-
tion of temperature; leaching rates of radionuclides from
the U02 fuel or its oxidized form U3O8; mechanical stability
of the cladding and fuel as a function of the degree of oxi-
dation; the mechanical properties and corrosion behaviour
of the encapsulating materials as a function of temperature
and water chemistry. The immobilization process will need
development, starting with conceptual engineering assess-
ments, materials evaluation and economic studies to opti-
mize the approach. This will be followed by technical
development of the process.

All nations with significant nuclear power programs are
devoting a major effort to the research and development of
permanent waste imnobilization. The basic alternatives for
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the matrix are glasses or ceramics with a range of possible
compositions. A vitrification process to immobilize sepa-
rated fuel wastes in a glass matrix was pioneered at the
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories some 20 years ago. Moni-
toring of the immobilized wastes emplaced in moist soil
has given valuable long-term information on the leaching
of radioactive elements fran the glass matrix (2^.
Improvements to both the process and the matrix for fuel
wastes have bnen made since the early Chalk River experi-
ments but further work is necessary to evaluate a variety
of glasses and ceramics for resistance to leaching of the
radioactive materials in terms of the chemistry of the
groundwater, temperature and the matrix composition. Chemi-
cal and mechanical stability also need to be defined in
terms of structural changes as a function of time, tempera-
ture and radiation dose. The container materials and con-
tainer life must be evaluated over a wide range of possible
physical and chemical conditions. Processes must be
developed to produce the immobilized product consistently
to required specifications and to establish control of any
potentially harmful emissions from the immobilization pro-
cess.

The disposal facility in Canada is expected to be an engi-
neered repository deep underground in a stable geologic
formation. After reviewing the requirements for a radio-
active waste repository and work done in other countries,
geologists of the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) recom-
mended that intrusive igneous rock structures and salt
deposits should be evaluated as potential host rocks for
the repository. Although both types of formation are
being evaluated, the emphasis is being placed on igneous
rock.

Throughout the Canadian Shield, there are many intrusive
igneous rock formations. They can be visualized as huge
boulders, some many miles in diameter, lying in the earth's
crust. They contain no mineral values and water movement
through them is expected to be very slow. It is expected
that wastes placed in these rocks, at a depth of the order
of 1000 metres, will be effectively isolated from man's
environment for much longer than their hazardous lives.

The GSC have now located and characterized, in terms of
chemical composition, gross fracture patterns, size and
proximity to faults, some 1500 relevant rock formations
in the Canadian Shield. The next phase of the program is
to verify the concept, that is to determine that igneous
rock formations are suitable for safe isolation of the
waste. This will be done by drilling, by detailed samp-
ling and analysis, and by measuring water flows at depth



ii'. .îinmi six to t.er. rock i orrvu Lon.s which represent the
whole sjVL'inn of intrusive Igneous rock Lypes and gross
fracture patterns. Information obtained frcni these in-
vest ijr,at ions and from the studies on the chemical and
physical characteristics of inmobilized fuel and wastes
will be used in the pathways analysis to verify the con-
cept. This work will also determine which of the rock
tvpes examined are likely to be technically suitable and
which are not. Once the characteristics of suitable rock
formations are defined, it is likely that other formations
with similar characteristics will also be found suitable. In
this way, it is expected that some 50 to 100 formations
will be identified which are likely to be technically
suitable. This phase of the program will likely take
about three years to complete.

From the 50 to 100 technically suitable areas of rock
which become identified, one or more candidate sites will
be selected for a pilot scale repository. The selection
will be made on the basis not only of technical suitability
but also taking into account social, environmental, economic
and political factors. Further detailed investigation of
the candidate sites will be necessary to confirm suitability
before any recommendation is made to acquire a site for
development.

The pilot scale repository will be very similar in design
to a conventional hard rock mine (21) Testing without
radioactive materials will be done during the late 1980's
using both conventional and specialized techniques such as
the use of electrical heaters to simulate heat loads. Test
emplacement of small quantities of immobilized radioactive
wastes could then take place in the early 1990's. An exten-
sive sampling program will be established to determine
whether there was any movement of radioactive materials and
a wide range of other measurements will be taken to confirm
the predictions of repository behaviour.

The repository will be designed so that it can be expanded
at a later date to provide a large-scale demonstration.
A large number of containers of waste would be needed to
fill a room in the demonstration repository. These could
be left undisturbed and monitored for as long as necessary
to provide a large-scale demonstration for the industrial-
scale repository. This part of the progran is expected to
last at least until the end of the century.

If, as expected, the results from the pilot and demonstra-
tion scale repository confirm that the wastes can be iso-
lated from the biosphere in intrusive igneous rocks for much
longer than their hazardous lifetimes, the demonstration re-
pository could be expanded into an industrial-scale repository
by building a series of horizontal drifts off the vertical
shaft and a number of disposal rooms off each of these drifts
(Figure 9).
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Figure 9 - CUT/ffiKY OF REPOSITORY



I: is anticipated that one repository of this type could
handle all the radioactive wastes likely to be produced
in Canada over the next 50 years, even if the total in-
stalled nuclear generating capacity \vere 270 GWe by the
vear 2025. The total volume of wastes from such a program
would be about 3 x 10^ cubic metres and would require an
undei-ground repository area of about 16 square kilometres.
This is about the size of a large conventional mine.

In those countries which have nuclear programs, there i s
a consensus amongst most scientists and engineers that a
variety of geologic strata will be found to be suitable
for disposal; similar development programs are underway
in salt and sedimentary rocks, and the results of a l l
these programs are being exchanged freely. There i s good
reason for confidence that several options will be proven.
You will note considerable areas of similarity in the
Canadian and Swedish programs and there is excellent co-
operation between the two countries.

3.3 Future Fuel Cycle Options

Although the conmercial CANDU reactors use the once-through
natural uranium fuel cycle, i t has been recognized (22)
that exceptional uranium uti l ization could be achieved by
the use of thorium in CANDU reactors. This route could
provide the necessary extension of uranium resources if
uranium becomes scarce and expensive (23)_ ih e consumption
of uranium in various CANDU cycles is shown in Table 10.
The CANDU reactor could operate with a lav burnup "self-
sufficient" cycle which produces as much U-233 as i t con-
sunes. Thus, thorium-burning CANDU reactors together with
uraniun-burning fast reactors could allow the optimum use
of the world's nuclear fuel resources. The particular
advantage for Canada lies in the fact that the thorium
cycle could be used directly in the existing concept of
CANDU reactor with l i t t l e or no modification. No new
major reactor development program is required. If die
thoriun fuel cycle were in place, the existing licensing
process, reactor construction industry and u t i l i t y opera-
tional structure could move gradually and smoothly into
thorium fuelling as economics and resource strategy dic-
tated.

Thorium fuelling could be initiated using either U-235 or
plutonium as f iss i le material. Of particular interest is
the fact that a 30 year accumulation of spent fuel
(4130 Î gU) from a 1000 Mfe natural uranium fuelled CANDU
reactor could provide sufficient f issi le plutonium to
s tar t up and operate 1400 Mfe for 30 years on a high bumup
thorium cycle. Alternatively, i t could be used to s tar t up
2200 MWe and operate indefinitely on the self-sufficient
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TABU: IO

URANIUM CONSUMPTION IN CANDU FUEL CYCLES (7)

FUEL CYCLE

Natural U,
Once-through

U/Pu (d)

Th/U (e)(f)

Tn/U <e) f s
Self-sufficient*1^

Ih/Pu (f)

Th/Pu r ̂
Se If-sufficient(&)

(1000 MWe)

"INVENTORY"(a)

MgU

144

194

680

871

1385 (h)

1826 (h)

kgU/(MW.a)e

166

70

32

0

62(h)

0

i FEED

133

56

26

0

50 00

0

BURNUP

MW-d/MsHE(c)

7.5

18.0

37.4

10.0

37.2

10.0

(a) "Inventory" defined as the difference between actual require-
ments over a long time period and requirements determined
from equilibrium feed rate applied from in-service date.

(b) Based on 80%, capacity factor.

(c) Bumup per pass of Heavy Element, uranium or thorium.

(d) Pu from CAMXJ natural uranium; consumption is for combined
cycle.

(e) U-235 feed with 0.2% ta i l s , U-233 recycle.

(f) High burnup fuel cycle optimized for cost.

(g) Low burnup fuel cycle for maximum uranium uti l ization.

(h) Uranium figures shown are the amount of spent natural
uraniun CANDU fuel required to provide f iss i le Pu.

Thorium can be recycled after suitable decay of Th-228, so that
the equilibrium net consumption of thorium is less than 2 kg
Th/<MW)
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thorium cycle at a higher f-iel cycle cost due to the lower
buinup and more frequent re ycling. Thus the stocks of
irradiated natural uranium in retrievable storage offer
excellent fuel cycle flexibility for the CANDU system.

AECL has evaluated some of the basic information and
development requirements in some detail (24, 7) g^ h
outlined the fuel recycle development program which would
be required. It would involve development of thorium
fuels and fuel fabrication methods, reprocessing, demon-
stration of fuel management techniques and physics charac-
teristics in existing CANDU reactors and demonstration of
technology in health, safety, environmental, security and
economics aspects of fuel recycle. The program would
have to provide all the necessary information for a deci-
sion on conmercial scale implementation of fuel recycle.
It would require 20 to ?'i years for execution, Tihich is
compatible with the present Canadian uranium resources
situation.

Major uranium exploration is also highly desirable to
secure domestic fuel requirements and allow Canada to con-
tinue to contribute to world energy supplies.

Msanwhile AECL and other Canadian departments and agencies
are participating actively in the International Nuclear
Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) to study all fuel cycle
options. No decisions on expansion of the present re-
search level on thorium fuels will be taken until infor-
mation from INFCE has been evaluated by the Canadian
Government.

4. SUMMARY

4.1 The CANDU-FHW is now proven as a reliable and economic
reactor for large scale nuclear generating stations. The
industrial infrastructure for its design, manufacture,
construction and operation is well established in Canada.
Present station designs will cover all foreseen require-
ments over the next two decades and natural uranium fuel-
ling is likely to continue to offer the most viable fuel
cycle over this period. A research and development pro-
gram will be maintained to provide a continuing technologi-
cal base for the Canadian nuclear industry.

4.2 The use of natural uranium fuel in the CANDU reactor has
allowed a consistent policy of operating a once-through
fuel cycle with retrievable storage of the fuel. Retrie-
vable storage is safe, reliable and economic, and could be
practised indefinitely if desired. It has little impact
on the cost of electricity and offers excellent flexi-
bility for future fuel cycle options.



•'*.3 A major research and development program is now underway
in Canada on the teclinology for the inmobilization and
disposal of either irradiated fuel or separated radio-
active waste. The emphasis in the disposal program is
on emplacement deep in stable geologic strata, particu-
larly intrusive igneous rock.

h.4 The thorium fuel cycle offers die prospect of vastly
increased energy available from the world's uranium and
thorium resources. Because of its excellent neutron
economy, the CANDU-PHW is well suited to the efficient
utilization of thorium. The existing CANDU concept
could be used as a near breeder without die need for a
major reactor development program. Canadian research
in diis area is now being applied to die International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation.
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